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General-purpose Monte Carlo

I Monte Carlo simulations are used by all experimental collaborations
both to compare their data and theoretical predictions, and in data
analysis.

I Unfortunately they are often treated as black boxes ...
J. D. Bjorken
“But it often happens that the physics simulations provided by the the MC generators
carry the authority of data itself. They look like data and feel like data, and if one is not
careful they are accepted as if they were data.”

I It’s important to understand the assumptions and approximations
involved in these simulations.

I It is important to understand what is inside the programs to be able to
answer the following type of questions.

I Is the effect I’m seeing due to different models, or
approximations, or is it a bug?

I Am I measuring a fundamental quantity or merely a
parameter in the simulation code?

”General-purpose event generators for LHC physics”, MC authors [arXiv:1101.2599]



What do general-purpose Monte Carlo generators do?

I An “event“ is a list of particles (pions, protons, ...) with their momenta.
I The MCs generate events.
I The probability to generate an event is proportional to the

(approximate!) cross section for such an event.
I Calculate Everything ∼ solve QCD→ requires compromise!
I Improve lowest-order perturbation theory, by including the ”most

significant“ corrections→ complete events (can evaluate any
observable you want)

The Workhorses: What are the Differences?
All offer convenient frameworks for LHC physics studies, but with slightly different
emphasis:
PYTHIA: Successor to JETSET (begun in 1978). Originated in hadronization
studies: Lund String.
HERWIG: Successor to EARWIG (begun in 1984). Originated in coherence
studies: angular ordering parton shower. Cluster model.
SHERPA: Begun in 2000. Originated in ”matching” of matrix elements to
showers: CKKW.



Basics of Monte Carlo Generators

taken from Stefan Gieseke c©

The general approach is the same in different programs but the models and
approximations used are different.



Soft QCD models - Multiple Partonic Interactions
(MPI)



Motivation - how do we know MPI exists?

Direct evidence: measurement of momentum imbalance in multijet events at
CERN ISR and γ + 3 jet at TVT

[AFS (1987), UA2 (1991), CDF (1993, 1997), D0 (2009)]



Motivation - is it really important?

Motivation:
I The minimum bias/underlying event is an unavoidable background to

most collider observables and having good understand of it leads to
more precise collider measurements!

I First LHC results are Minimum Bias and Underlying Event!
Alice: [0911.5430], CMS [1002.0621], ATLAS [1003.3124] so it must be
important ;)

I These will be particularly relevant for the LHC as, when it is operated at
design luminosity, rare signal events will be embedded in a background
of more than 20 near-simultaneous minimum-bias collisions.

I Any realistic experiment simulation event generator needs to be able to
model these effects.

I “Don’t worry, we will measure and subtract it” But... fluctuations and
correlations on an event-by-event basis are crucial.



MPI model basics

Inclusive hard jet cross section in pQCD:

σinc(s, pmin
t ) =

∑
i,j

∫
pmin

t
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dp2
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∫
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Figure 4.3: Total cross sec-

tions (black) in two parame-

terisation [6, 7] based on the

non-perturbative Pomeron fits by

Donnachie and Landshoff. In

blue the QCD jet production

cross section above 2 GeV.

The starting point for thinking about

multiple interactions is the observation

that the cross section for QCD jet pro-

duction may exceed the total pp or

pp̄ cross section already at an inter-

mediate energy range and eventually

seems to violate unitarity. For exam-

ple, for QCD jet production with a min-

imum pt of 2 GeV this already hap-

pens at
√
s ∼ 1 TeV. This can be seen

in Fig. 4.3, where we plot the QCD

jet cross section as well as the total

pp cross section parameterisation from

the non-perturbative Pomeron fits from

Refs.[6, 7].

This pt cutoff should however be large

enough to ensure that we can calcu-

late the cross section in pQCD, using

Eq. (2.50),

σinc(s; pmin
t ) =

∑

i,j

∫

pmin
t

2
dp2t fi/h1(x1, µ

2)⊗ dσ̂i,j
dp2t

⊗ fj/h2(x2, µ
2) , (4.2)

where ⊗ denote the convolution integrals in longitudinal momentum fractions x1

and x2. dσ̂ is the differential partonic cross section for QCD 2→2 scattering. The

rapid increase of this cross section remains for any fixed cut-off and the reason for

it turns out to be the strong rise of the proton structure function at small x, since

the x values probed decrease with increasing centre-of-mass energy.

The key to resolve this seeming unitarity violation is the inclusive definition of the

standard parton distribution functions. They give the inclusive distribution of a

parton in a hadron, with all other partonic interactions summed and integrated

out. If, on average, there are 〈ndijet〉 jet pairs produced with transverse momentum

σinc > σtot eventually

Interpretation:
I σinc counts all partonic scatters in a

single pp collision
I more than a single interaction

σinc = 〈ndijets〉σinel



MPI model basics (Herwig++)
Assumptions:

I the distribution of partons in hadrons factorizes with respect to the b
and x dependence⇒ average number of parton collisions:

n̄(~b, s) = Lpartons(x1, x2,~b)⊗
∑

ij

∫
dp2

t
dσ̂ij

dp2
t

=
∑

ij

1
1 + δij

∫
dx1dx2

∫
d2~b′

∫
dp2

t
dσ̂ij

dp2
t

×Di/A(x1, p2
t , |~b′|)Dj/B(x2, p2

t , |~b−~b′|)

=
∑

ij

1
1 + δij

∫
dx1dx2

∫
d2~b′

∫
dp2

t
dσ̂ij

dp2
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× fi/A(x1, p2
t )GA(|~b′|)fj/B(x2, p2

t )GB(|~b−~b′|)

= A(~b)σinc(s; pmin
t ) .

I at fixed impact parameter b, individual scatterings are independent
(leads to the Poisson distribution)



Underlying event in Herwig++ - key components

Matter distribution (µ2)
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Extension to soft MPI
(pt < pmin

t )
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[Gieseke, Röhr, AS, EPJC 72 (2012)]

The least understood part of modeling

Main parameters:
I µ2 - inverse hadron radius squared (parametrization of overlap function)

I pmin
t - transition scale between soft and hard components ⇒ pmin

t = pmin
t,0

(√
s

E0

)b

I preco - colour reconnection

I pCD - colour structure of the Soft UE



Underlying event in Herwig++ - key components

Matter distribution (µ2)
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Pythia:
- Many options including double
Gaussian (similar shape to EE)

- x-depended overlap [Corke,

Sjostrand, JHEP 1105:009]

Extension to soft MPI
(pt < pmin

t )
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Pythia:
Regularise cross section with pmin
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free parameter:
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Colour structure (preco, pCD)

Possibility of change of color structure
(color reconnection)
[Gieseke, Röhr, AS, EPJC 72 (2012)]
The least understood part of
modeling (very active area research)

Pythia:
The most recent development: String

Formation Beyond Leading Colour J.

Christiansen, P. Skands

[arXiv:1505.01681]



Min Bias/Underlying Event

Herwig++ MPI model with independent hard and soft processes, showered
and with colour reconnection. Just few parameters. Min bias without
integrated diffraction (work in progress).

Pythia MPI interleaved with showering. MPI ordered in pT. Many options
and parameters (Pythia has strong emphasis on NP physics)⇒many tune
families.

Sherpa New model - SHRiMPS with integrated diffraction based on KMR
(Khoze-Martin-Ryskin model). Model in development - currently not
suitable for UE studies (work in progress - this winter?). Currently for UE
there is “cheap version of Pythia’s UE model” (F. Krauss)



EPOS

Quite different model to Pythia/Herwig, for example no color reconnection
but collective hadronization instead.



UE measurements - Energy Overview



Run II results - UE [ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-019]

I Many LHC UE observables (not tuned since not available) and well
described by most of the models!

I EPOS has no hard component - not surprise that it does not describe UE
(authors are working to improve it)



Run II results - MB [ATLAS-CONF-2015-028]

I Hard to get very good description of both MB and UE data!
I However as you will see on Friday (talks by S. Martin-Haugh and E.

Kuznetsova) Epos and Pythia do reasonable job.
I Not surprising that Hw++ does not describe dNch/dη vs

√
(s) - no

diffraction model (as expected there is a space for it!) also not tuned to
MB data (tuned only to UE data)



Problems - very soft MinBias ATLAS

Need of the colour reconnection.

MB 7000 TeV, problem at low pT, high Nch
Epos seems to describe MB data but fails to describe UE data.



Problems - very soft MinBias ATLAS

Need of the colour reconnection.
MB 7000 TeV, problem at low pT, high Nch
Epos seems to describe MB data but fails to describe UE data.



Problems - Identified particles

More plots: mcplots.cern.ch



Summary

Summary:

I Non perturbative regime -> need for models with several parameters, no unique
way -> few models on the market

I Minimum bias/underlying event/diffraction under constant improvement (new
MPI model Shrimps in Sherpa, improvements in Pythia and Herwig, Epos for
LHC)!

I Good first round of LHC data well described...
I ... but still a lot space for improvements.
I Not-too-soft not-too-high-multiplicity physics under good control (if you use

modern models with modern tunes).
I As LHC needs to study more rare phenomena and more subtle effects,

generators must keep up by increased precision.



MCnet Short-term studentships



Thank you for the attention!



Motivation - how do we know MPI exists?

Direct observation of multiple interactions

Five studies: AFS (1987), UA2 (1991), CDF (1993, 1997), D0 (2009)

Order 4 jets p⊥1 > p⊥2 > p⊥3 > p⊥4 and define ϕ

as angle between p⊥1 ∓ p⊥2 and p⊥3 ∓ p⊥4 for AFS/CDF

Double Parton Scattering

1

2

3

4

|p⊥1 + p⊥2| ≈ 0

|p⊥3 + p⊥4| ≈ 0

dσ/dϕ flat

Double BremsStrahlung

12

34

|p⊥1 + p⊥2| � 0

|p⊥3 + p⊥4| � 0

dσ/dϕ peaked at ϕ ≈ 0/π for AFS/CDF

AFS 4-jet analysis (pp at 63 GeV): observe 6 times Poissonian prediction,

with impact parameter expect 3.7 times Poissonian,

but big errors⇒ low acceptance, also UA2

CDF: Double parton scattering in pp̄ collisions at
√

s = 1.8
[Phys. Rev. D 56, 3811-3832 (1997)]



Motivation - how do we know MPI exists?

CDF: Double parton scattering in pp̄ collisions at
√

s = 1.8
[Phys. Rev. D 56, 3811-3832 (1997)]



Motivation - how do we know MPI exists?

CDF Run II



Motivation - how do we know MPI exists?

CDF Run II



Motivation - is it really important?

Underlying Events Mike Seymour TeV4LHC

log σ

pt

I Steep distribution⇒ small sideways shift = large vertical
I Rare fluctuations can have a huge influence



MPI models overview and comparison with data

EPOS, Herwig++, Pythia and Sherpa mostly used at the LHC.
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